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Glancing incidence scattering of hyperthermal He 1, Xe1, and C60
1

from graphite: Angular and velocity distributions of neutrals
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In a comparative study of size and mass effects in the glancing incidence scattering of hyperthermal
ions from a soft surface, He1, Xe1, and C60

1 were scattered from highly oriented pyrolitic graphite
~HOPG! over an energy range between 200 and 5000 eV. Predominantly neutral scattering products
were observed for all projectiles. The corresponding angular and velocity distributions were
recorded in the scattering plane. He1 gives rise to broad angular distributions conforming to the
predictions of a simple binary collision model. With full widths at half maximum of less than 6 deg
at typical collision energies, the angular distributions found for Xe1 and C60

1 are very narrow. While
Xe1 is always scattered near-specularly independent of collision energy, neutrals resulting from C60

1

exit subspecularly—increasingly so the higher the collision energy. The experimental data are
discussed in terms of dynamical simulations which indicate that Xe1 collides with a rigid ensemble
of six carbon atoms while the fullerene scatters from a larger ‘‘moving target.’’ ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70545-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Probes of the collision outcome upon hypertherm
~;5–5000 eV! impact of polyatomic ions on surfaces ma
be used to obtain qualitative structural and bonding-energ
data on the projectiles. Specific experiments include surf
induced dissociation~SID!,1 ion-surface reaction,2 and
charge exchange studies.3 In particular, SID has been exten
sively applied in analytical mass spectroscopy of large~.10
atom! molecular ions. A more detailed understanding of t
influence of parameters such as projectile mass, mass
sity, size, structure, and charge~as well as the nature of th
surface! would assist in fleshing out an as yet only tentat
mechanistic picture of the phenomena occurring. An obvi
strategy is to compare the scattering outcome for large p
atomic ions to analogous measurements of small atomi
molecular projectiles. For these smaller systems there
much better developed conceptual—and for some proje
atom/target atom combinations even quantitativ
predictive—models of kinematic and electronic phenome
associated with hyperthermal impact. Comparison of sca
ing data for small and large projectiles on the basis of th
models can provide insight into mechanistic features uni
to macroions. This is the motivation for the present study

Different aspects of the interactions between surfa
and hyperthermal atomic/small molecule ion beams h
been extensively investigated. In fact, low energy ion sc
tering ~LEIS! of He1 has become a common method f
examining the electronic properties,4–7 coverage,8 and struc-
ture of surfaces.9 Heavier inert gas atoms are also common
used in LEIS probes of surfaces.9 For diatomic projectiles,
previous scattering work has focused more on understan
the collision dynamics. There have been many studies
10300021-9606/99/111(22)/10303/11/$15.00
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surface charge changing, vibrational excitation, and disso
tion for a variety of diatomic ion/surface combinations@with
many probes being performed multiply differentially~in en-
ergy, mass, and scattering angle!#.10–15

Much less is known about the hyperthermal impa
scattering of projectiles with three or more atoms. Analy
cally oriented SID studies with typically organic/biochemic
projectiles have already been mentioned. Cluster ion-sur
impact/scattering experiments similarly attempt to obt
structural information on~poorly characterized! clusters.16,17

Furthermore, there is interest in the surface collisional init
tion of cluster-specific reactions~e.g., Refs. 2, 18–22!. Re-
cently there have been several informative angle and en
resolved studies of the charge exchange and energy red
bution phenomena associated with molecular ion SID fr
realistic stainless steel surfaces under high vacuum~HV!
conditions.23,24Only a few experiments have been concern
with the kinematics of molecular ion-surface scattering us
clean single crystals or otherwise well-characterized surfa
and the multiply differential approach of the LEI
technique.25–33

Fullerene ion-surface collisions have been of inter
since it was shown that its high kinetic stability preclud
significant fragmentation on a mass spectroscopic time s
up to surprisingly large impact energies. C60

1 , which started
out its ‘‘life’’ as a cluster,34 is by now probably the bes
characterized macromolecular ion. In particular its high~but
still controversially discussed35! dissociation energy and iso
tropic molecular structure make it an attractive model p
jectile for surface scattering studies. Although much eff
has already been invested in studying various aspects o
dynamics of fullerene–surface interactions,16,17,36–38 the
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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picture is as yet incomplete. For instance, there are no
equivocal determinations of angular distributions
neutral—or for that matter charged—scattering products
any surface. While several previous publications16,17,39have
presented angular scans of anions and cations scattered
carbon ~graphite and diamond!, these measurements ha
been carried out by rotating the surface relative to the inco
ing ion beam in an experimental configuration in which t
total scattering angle is kept fixed. As a consequence,
angular distributions of scattering products for a fixed in
dence angle can only be inferred indirectly from these d
sets—accurate deconvolution is subject to the validity o
number of simplifying assumptions.

In the past we have been involved in two interrelat
aspects of the scattering of C60

1 from highly oriented pyrolitic
graphite~HOPG!: conversion of incident kinetic energy int
internal excitation of projectile and surface,40 as well as
charge changing and shattering processes.41 All experiments
were performed at 45 deg angle of incidence—chosen
reflect a typical analytical SID instrumental configuration
with charged scattering products detected in the specula
rection. The following phenomena were observed in orde
increasing collision energy:

~a! Ein,150 eV: practically no detectable scattering s
nal, i.e., by inference adsorption or neutralization, a
scattering of slow~and therefore undetectable! neutrals
occurs;

~b! 150 eV,Ein,400 eV: delayed ionization of surface
neutralized and collisionally energized parents; obs
vation after;20msec flight of slow parent cations hav
ing outgoing kinetic energies of;20 eV ~independent
of Ein!;

~c! 150 eV,Ein,400 eV: delayed ionization associate
with and followed by delayed fragmentation of nasce
cations via C2 loss; observation of a sequence of fra
ment cations suggestive of a kinetic energy to vibrat
partition coefficient of 13%–15% in the case of C60

1

~somewhat larger for larger fullerene projectiles a
studied!;

~d! Ein.400 eV: surface impact induced direct dissoc
tion ~‘‘shattering’’! followed in high yield by electron
attachment to small high electron affinity carbon clu
ters; observation of small positive and negative carb
clusters.

While these studies were quite useful in uncovering
range of phenomena which can contribute to the SID sig
ture of an organic macroion, it became apparent that over
full collision energy range probed, a large fraction of inc
dent ions led to the scattering of neutral species slow eno
as to be undetectable with the secondary mass spectrom
used. Clearly a sensitive probe of neutrals would help
provide a more complete picture of a typical scattering eve

Neutral molecules can of course be detected by seco
ary electron emission just as efficiently as ions as long
they are sufficiently fast. A kinetic energy of 400 eV corr
sponds to a velocity of;104 m/s for C60, a value which is
well above the threshold for kinetic electron emission~KEE!
as measured for polyatomic projectiles incident on differ
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surfaces.42,43 There is extensive literature on the generati
and characterization of fast~and therefore detectable! neutral
atom beams upon glancing incidence angle scattering f
clean single crystal metal surfaces.44–47Generally, such neu-
tralized ion beams are only insignificantly slowed up
glancing collision. Beyond diatomic species,48 which have
also been shown to generate fast neutrals under similar
ditions, very little is known about the glancing incidenc
scattering/neutralization of molecular ions.

In this study we find that glancing incidence collision
hyperthermal C60

1 on HOPG generates.90% of easily de-
tectable fast neutrals. As a result it becomes possible to
rectly observe a much larger fraction of scattering outcom
than at 45 deg incidence and in so doing to obtain repres
tative angular distributions of neutral~and charged! scatter-
ing products. The resulting angular distributions are dep
dent on incident kinetic energy and unexpectedly narrow
order to understand this we compare the neutralized pro
angular distributions obtained upon scattering C60

1 to those
obtained upon scattering He1 and Xe1 beams under the
same conditions. In discussing the results we focus on eff
due to the collision kinematics, leaving a discussion
charge changing and delayed fragmentation, which under
conditions have only a minor influence on the angular dis
bution of both neutral and charged products, to a future p
lication.

II. METHODS

A. Experiment

The overall experimental configuration has been pre
ously described.49 It consists of a tandem time-of-flight mas
spectrometer~TOFMS! in which the primary TOFMS
~TOF1! is used to generate a mass selected pulsed ion b
with variable kinetic energy. This is directed toward
grounded HOPG surface which can be rotated about an
perpendicular to a scattering plane defined by the drift tu
orientations of the primary and secondary TOFMS~TOF1
and TOF2!. For the experiments reported here, the target w
mounted such that its surface normal was always alig
with the scattering plane independent of angle of inciden
Target and TOF2 were located in an independently pum
ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! scattering chamber with a bas
pressure of 4* 10210mbar and an operating pressure
;8* 10210mbar. TOF2 can also be rotated about the sc
tering plane~see angle nomenclature below!. This allows for
independentvariation of angle of incidence and scatterin
angle, which facilitates exact determinations of the angu
distributions of scattering products for a given angle of in
dence.

For the experiments reported here we modified the e
lier setup to allow for cleaner surfaces and additional~more
intense! primary ion beam sources. The present configurat
is described schematically in Fig. 1. Incident ions were g
erated either by 1.5 kHz repetition rate electron impact io
ization ~5–70 eV electron energy! or by softer one-photon
laser ionization~F2-laser, 157 nm, 50 Hz repetition rate,;50
mJ/cm2, only for fullerenes!. Neutral precursors were pro
vided either by evaporation of C60-powder~gold grade, Ho-
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1 from graphite
echst! from a Knudsen cell typically operated at a tempe
ture of 400 °C or by admitting He and Xe via a leak valv
Ionization via F2-laser leads to a narrower kinetic ener
distribution in the primary ion beam with a halfwidth o
2s'10 eV, while for electron impact this value increases
;30 eV. Due to replacement of the diffusion pumps in t
primary region of the differentially pumped apparatus by
turbomolecular pump, effects resulting from slow adsorb
coverage of the target49 could no longer be observed—eve
after .10 h continuous exposure to the primary beam l
without thermal annealing. Effects due to accumulated s
face damage were precluded by regularly annealing the
face at 1200 °C—typically between successive meas
ments.

In contrast to our previous work, all experiments pr
sented here were performed atglancing incidence~u in

575° unless otherwise mentioned!. The notation of angles is
shown in the insert of Fig. 1. The systematic error inu in after
readjusting the surface in the scattering chamber was on
order of 1°, whereas the reproducibility during one set
measurements was one order of magnitude better. Inci
ion kinetic energies were adjustable from 200–5000 eV
combining variable pulsed acceleration/deceleration fie
Incident ion kinetic energies and energy distributions w
determined by retarding field analysis.

In this study we detected both charged and~sufficiently
fast! neutral scattering products via secondary electr
emission—using a microchannelplate~MCP! detector
mounted in TOF2. Ions were generally reaccelerated
more sensitive detection and mass analysis~pulsed extrac-
tion!. Fast neutrals were generally detected with the TO
ion source appropriately set to exclude charged particles.
pending on incident energy, scattered fullerenes and f
ments thereof can retain about 90% of their initial velocity~a
detailed analysis will be reported in a future publication!. As
a result they were fast enough to be efficiently detected
our MCPs regardless of charge. Qualitatively the same
also true for scattered rare gas atoms~see below!. By mea-
suring the arrival time of scattering products and after c
rection for their velocity and mass dependent detection e
ciency, velocity distributions can be determined with
accuracy which is governed by the kinetic energy distrib
tion of the primary ion beam.

FIG. 1. Schematic top view of the experimental setup. The nomenclatu
angles is given in the inset.
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The incident ion beam angular divergence was typica
,5° @full width at half maximum ~FWHM!#, dependent
somewhat on projectile mass, collision energy/decelera
fields, and TOF1 ion source conditions. At a typical angle
incidence of 75°, the ion beam illuminated an elliptical sp
on the target of dimension approximately 1534 mm, well
below the size of the surface. For the surface-to-TOF2
source separation used, the TOF2 detector acceptance
was 3.8°~defined by the MCP diameter!. The HOPG target
quality was ZYA ~Union Carbide!, corresponding to a mi-
crocrystallite size of about 100mm2 and a mosaic angle o
0.4 deg. In preparation for scattering experiments, the ta
was cleaved in air, inserted into the vacuum chamber, eva
ated to;4* 10210mbar, and flash heated to.1400 K for
;3 sec.

B. Molecular dynamics

The molecular dynamics simulation model used in t
study to describe both C60

1 and Xe1 impact has been de
scribed in detail in other publications50,51 and so only a brief
summary will be given here. The simulation solves the eq
tions of motion simultaneously for each ion core and sto
information on position, velocity, and energy states at diff
ent time steps. The program uses Brenner many-b
potentials52 to model the C–C interactions. For the dynam
systems used here these potentials are known to give
stable graphite and diamond lattices as well as a good
scription of the multimer properties of carbon. Furthermo
they provide the correct mechanical properties of graph
and diamond. The Xe–C interaction is described by a p
wise interaction potential parameterized in terms of the Z
universal function.53 This interaction potential is not ex
pected to describe the dissociation energy of the diato
XeC. However, such potentials are known to give a go
description of the high energy~repulsive! interaction of ma-
jor concern here. Along the same lines, the dynamical
proach chosen does not explicitly take into account el
tronic degrees of freedom which are not expected to pla
dominant role in the energy range of these experiments.

The target used in the simulations was a graphite lat
of dimension 300 by 40 Å, consisting of four atomic laye
and thus comprising approximately 20 000 atoms. The ta
was longest in the direction of the ion path to allow contin
ous interaction during the scattering event. The initial te
perature of the lattice was 0 K. Free boundaries were use
conjunction with a large lattice to avoid reflection of ener
back from the sides of the simulated microcrystallite. Th
limits the total time that can be simulated because the ene
is contained within the system and is not dissipated throu
out the bulk. However, the main phenomena of interest
this work occur within a safe time period of the simulatio
~,1 psec!—before much of the implanted energy has ev
reached the sides of the simulated volume. Furthermore,
the fate of the scattered particles which is of interest he
Simulations were performed for a number of different im
pacts ~147 in a set! on a regular grid in a representativ
symmetry area of the surface.50 For the simulations of
fullerene impacts, only one azimuth was used, as little
pendence was found on impact orientation. In the case of

of
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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10306 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 22, 8 December 1999 Hillenkamp et al.
Xe impacts, three different azimuths were used: 0, 45, and
deg. No substantial differences were detected between th
except that for the 90 deg azimuth the Xe ions had a gre
chance of penetrating the surface and hence the scatt
yield was lower.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

He1, Xe1, and C60
1 were scattered from graphit

~HOPG! at an angle of incidence of 75 deg relative to t
surface normal. Below we report results for each projectile
turn.

A. Helium

Over the full collision energy range probed~200–2000
eV!, an upper limit for the charged scattering product yie
was determined by time-of-flight measurements for repres
tative scattering angles. In these, the ratio of the integra
signals @neutrals1ions#/@neutrals ~ions electrostatically
blocked!# was found to be equal to one within the signal-t
noise limits. This results in a conservative assessmen
,5% charged scattering products. Reacceleration of cha
products, and therefore more sensitive detection of ions,
not possible for He1 scattering because of the short flig
time between surface and TOF2 ion source as well as du
electronic interference from the acceleration pulse. Sign
cant ionic scattering yield is not expected for He1/HOPG
because of~i! the high ionization potential of helium~24.6
eV! compared to the graphite work function~5.0 eV!, and
~ii ! the high penetration depth of He1 into the bulk ~see
below!.

Figure 2 shows a typical angular distribution of He a
oms scattered upon 2006 eV collision. The data points
based on arrival time~time-of-flight! distributions recorded
at each scattering angle. Specifically, each point in an an
lar distribution corresponds to the sum of detector cou
obtained for a set number of~pulsed! experimental iterations
at that scattering angle. For~fast! helium we did not correct
angular distributions for velocity dependent multichann
plate detection efficiency~not critical for the following argu-
ments!. Correction would result in slight further broadenin

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of neutral scattering products after impact
He1 on HOPG at an angle of incidenceu in575 ° and a collision energy of
2006616 eV. The broken line denotes the specular direction.
Downloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 131.227.3.128. Redistribution subject to
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of already relatively broad distributions (2006 eV:FWH
'11°). Nevertheless, the angular distributions are in qu
tative agreement concerning the shape as cited in
literature.9 Arrival time distributions were transformed int
velocity distributions under the assumption that our expe
ment is flux sensitive. The maximum in the resulting veloc
distributions was used to determine the outgoing kinetic
ergy. For helium and all other projectiles considered he
velocity distributions were not corrected for the small pr
jection error associated with glancing incidence~surface to
TOF2 detector distance varies with impact point by61%
relative to the outgoing beam center line!.

How can we qualitatively explain the broad and strong
asymmetric angular distributions observed? Deflections
to ion-induced dipole interactions on the ingoing~and outgo-
ing! leg can be neglected here~and also for the two heavie
projectiles presented in this paper!. A rough calculation
shows that this effect should only become noticeable
angles of incidence even closer to the surface than that s
ied here~see, e.g., Refs. 45 and 54! or at much lower normal
energies~e.g., E''2 eV for C60 in Ref. 36!. Instead, our
results may be explained in terms of classical kinemat
Angle dependent determinations of the outgoing He kine
energy (Eout) can be compared with the theoretical model f
binary elastic collisions55 (binary collision model5BCM).
This simple kinematic model, which has been successf
used to explain many atom-surface collisio
experiments,56–58 predicts that under the assumption of ha
spheres much smaller than the target atom separation
kinetic energy of the scattered projectile should vary a
function of the incident kinetic energy (Ein) and the scatter-
ing angle according to Eq.~1!,

Eout5Ein•S cos~u!6AA22sin2~u!

11A D 2

, ~1!

whereA5mT /mP is the ratio between target and projecti
mass. Note that if the projectile is heavier than the tar
atom, both signs have to be considered and single collis
scattering is only possible for scattering angles smaller t
u lim5arcsinA.

In Fig. 3 we plot measured and calculated kinetic en
gies of the scattering products as a function of the scatte
angle for an incident kinetic energyEin5510 eV. For such
small collision energies (Ein,1000 eV), the agreement be
tween experimental data and BCM is typically very goo
For higher energies an increasing deviation between m
sured and calculated data is observed. The scattered a
are systematically slower than predicted, an effect tha
known in the literature59–61 and attributed to ‘‘frictional’’
energy transfer to electrons in the target~i.e., electronic ex-
citation!. The deviation increases with collision energy b
cause projectiles penetrate deeper into the solid before b
scattered. Note that multiple collisions can be neglected
der our experimental conditions because of the high velo
and small size of helium which result in low scattering cro
sections.

A second test for validity of BCM is an experimen
where the scattering angleu was kept fixed, but the surfac
was rotated, thus varyingu in . The arrival time of scattered

f
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1 from graphite
He only varied within 0.3% while changingu in from 60° to
80°, showing that He atoms only undergo binary collisio
unawareof adjacent surface—or bulk carbon atoms~and that
our experimental configuration yields results consistent w
the LEIS literature!.

B. Xenon

The second projectile investigated was Xe1, which is
more than ten times heavier than a target carbon atom
which has a ‘‘footprint’’ comparable in size to the dime
sions of a graphite hexagon~xenon Wigner-Seitz diameter o
;2 Å versus graphite C–C distance of;1.4 Å!. Under the
conditions probed~200–2000 eV!, we observed fast scat
tered neutrals which we attribute to Xe. Furthermore,
observed small amounts of even faster sputtered carbon~in-
sert in Fig. 4!. In contrast to He1 ~see Sec. III A!, pulsed
extraction measurements of scattered ions were viable. H
ever, neither Xe1 nor Xe2 were observed, setting an upp
limit of 0.1% on charged particle emission over the full co
lision energy range probed. Note that sputtered carbon
observed in both neutral and negatively charged channe
velocity and angular distributions significantly different~and
therefore readily differentiable! from Xe.

Figure 4 shows a typical angular distribution of neut
scattering products obtained atEin52034 eV. The data se
reflects the integrated xenon flux~neglecting the sputtere
material! at each scattering angle—here corrected for vel
ity dependent detection efficiency. The angular distribut
is comparable in width to the incoming ion beam angu
distribution, i.e., extremely narrow~4–5° FWHM!, indicat-
ing little collision induced broadening. It is symmetrical an
centered around a mean scattering angle of 32.4°~FWHM
5.5°!. In contrast to helium, neither position nor width of th
angular distribution change significantly~,60.5°! when
varying the collision energy from 234–2034 eV. Fromu in

580 to 70°, the integrated scattering signal decreases
decreasing angle of incidence, while the mean scatte

FIG. 3. Comparison between measured and calculated~BCM! kinetic ener-
gies of scattering products. The measured values were obtained by con
ing the arrival time of neutral products after collision of He1 at an energy of
Ein5510614 eV. The inset shows a time-of-flight spectrum of neutraliz
helium.
Downloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 131.227.3.128. Redistribution subject to
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angle remains specular. Atu in,70° no more scattered xeno
is observed.

In the case of xenon, a quantitative comparison of
periment with the binary elastic collision model appea
problematic because BCM as applied to a xenon atom p
jectile and a carbon atom target predicts that Xe should
be scattered back from the surface.55 This is because the
projectile has a much greater mass than the target at
~carbon!. Correspondingly, the maximum scattering ang
possible in a single collision,

u lim5arcsin~mT /mP!, ~2!

is 5.24° ~the surface is at 15°!. Therefore, foru in575° to
result inu530° ~specular!, at least six binary collisions~in
the right steric order! would be required. While it is difficult
to exactly quantify the yield of specular scattering trajec
ries relative to implantation~.20% scattering atu in575°!, it
seems unlikely that our quite significant neutral signals c
be explained by such an exotic multiple binary collisio
process—in particular as multiple collisions should lead t
broad angular distribution. Apparently for Xe→C at glancing
incidence, the assumptions of the BC model break do
One such assumption is that the impact velocity is h
enough and the effective size of the projectile is sm
enough~compared to the target atom separation! to allow it
to probe the strongly repulsive short-range part of the Xe
two-body potential—and thus the atomic ‘‘corrugation’’ o
the surface.

The experiment in fact probes trajectories subject to s
nificant foreshortening. At our impact velocities, these traj
tories are characterized by ‘‘turnaround’’ distances lar
enough such that the atomic corrugation is almost co
pletely washed out by many-body contributions to the rep
sive potential.55 For u in575°, foreshortening leads to a re

ert-FIG. 4. Typical angular distribution of neutralized Xe after impact of Xe1

on HOPG at an angle of incidenceu in575 ° and a collision energy of
2034615 eV ~open circles!. The intensities have been corrected for veloc
dependent detection efficiency. Note the differentx-axis scale compared to
Fig. 2. The distribution is centered aroundu532.4 ° with FWHM54.4 °.
Solid circles show the angular distribution of scattering products after
lision of xenon atEin52 keV as derived from molecular dynamics simul
tions. The measured arrival time spectrum in the insert shows a main
of neutralized xenon and a small peak of sputtered carbon at;1.2 msec.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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duction of the effective carbon atom–atom distance on
surface to,1 Å, depending on crystallite orientation. This
a value smaller than the Wigner-Seitz diameter of a xe
atom. By decreasingu in , the effective distance between su
face atoms and thus the probability of a projectile pass
between the atoms of the first layer is increased. This h
to rationalize the drastic change in scattering intensity
served experimentally when varyingu in between 80 and 70°

Depending on the exact impact conditions, the projec
either enters the bulk and is lost or is near-specula
deflected—as if hitting a smooth mirror comprised of a c
lective of surface atoms. The concept of deflection by a s
face collective is well known for xenon LEIS. For examp
deflection from the three topmost layers has been propo
for xenon scattering from silicon.62

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed atEin

51 and 2 keV to further investigate the proposed scatte
from an ensemble of target atoms. The molecular dynam
simulation technique provides a good description of the
multaneous many-body interactions that take place here
2 keV/u in575° on the basis of 441 trajectories, the predic
width of the angular distribution is very narrow~3° FWHM!
and the yield of scattered Xe atoms high~94%!. At 3° above
specular, the predicted mean scattering angle agrees
well with the experiment~see Fig. 4!. At 1 keV, the angular
distribution as predicted by running 147 trajectories is ev
narrower in the simulations~1° FWHM! and now cenetred a
30.5°. This is somewhat closer to the specular angle than
experimental data. Possibly this small discrepancy of 1.9
is due to the use of a single crystal in the simulation co
pared with a polycrystal in the experiment. A polycrystalli
material will not be as ‘‘smooth’’ as a single crystal. Furthe
more, simulations were performed for a static zero tempe
ture lattice while the experiment was performed at room te
perature. This will again tend to give the surface
‘‘rougher’’ appearance, leading to broader angular distrib
tions. Note that the interatomic potential used to describe
Xe–C interactions is the standard Ziegler–Biersack repuls
universal potential.53 While this is a good general purpos
potential, it is not guaranteed to give the best description
all particlesat all energies. Indeed, we would expect th
overall agreement to experiment to improve significan
with a better Xe–C potential. Nevertheless, the already
isfactory level of agreement allows physical insight in
what is going on.

The molecular dynamics simulations confirm that giv
the size of xenon, glancing incidence scattering is not ju
simple collision event involving two atoms. The potent
energy of the ion, which is monitored throughout the sim
lation, rises and falls as the Xe passes each C and thu
number of surface atoms participating in the collision may
judged ~see Fig. 5!. For example, in the case of a speci
2 keV/u in575° trajectory, the projectile experiences intera
tions with at least five atoms during the scattering ev
~with interaction defined as.5 eV changes to its potentia
energy!. Some of these potential energy excursions in f
reflect ‘‘simultaneous’’ collisions of Xe with two adjacen
surface atoms. Note that as measured by the temporal su
all .5 eV interactions, the scattering event takes pla
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within 40 fsec. Note further that the corresponding trajecto
shown in Fig. 5 is quite smooth. It can be well approximat
by the trajectory expected for a central binary collision
xenon with a disc of mass 80 amu, meaning that effectiv
only one impact parameter is accessed.

The trajectory shown turns out to be quite typical
glancing incidence collisions of xenon with graphite: mo
scattered particles experience a series of events, which w
differing in detail ~due to variations in impact site and th
multiple carbon atoms involved!, have essentially the sam
outcome. At the energies and incidence angles studied,
xenon projectile experiences essentially no surface corru
tion. Consequently, the resulting angular spread of scatte
xenon is low.

Finally, it is also of interest to consider the energy dep
sition of a typical xenon scattering trajectory. For Xe1 at 1
keV andu in575° ~conditions which shall later be quantita
tively compared to C60

1 !, one finds that a Xe projectile depos
its approximately 45% of its kinetic energy into the surfa
~on the basis of both experiment and theory!. Uniformly dis-
tributed over five collision partners, this would be equivale
to more than 90 eV of energy being deposited into ea
participating surface atom within less than;40 fsec. This is
significantly larger than the C–C binding energy of graph
and one would therefore expect immediate ballistic~i.e.,
nonvibrationally mediated, nonergodic! bond rupture to oc-
cur.

C. C60
1

„Buckminsterfullerene …

The third type of projectile studied was C60
1 . Similar to

the atomic projectiles, C60
1 can to first order be thought of a

topologically isotropic. However, it is significantly heavie
and larger than either~C60: diameter;7 Å, 720 amu; Xe:
;2 Å, 131 amu; He:;1 Å, 4 amu!. For glancing incidence
collisions at kinetic energies between 400 and 5000 eV
again observe predominantly neutral scattering produ
~.95%!. In addition, small amounts of cationic and anion
products are also seen. While we were not able to determ
the neutral product mass distribution, we infer it to compr

FIG. 5. Potential energy~upper curve! of a xenon atom during the collision
trajectory as derived from molecular dynamics simulations. The lower
shows the trajectory with the projectile coming from the left side and
positions of the participating surface atoms. Note that some of the squ
represent two atoms at either side of the trajectory.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1 from graphite
parents and fullerene fragments—with ratios depending
the collision energy—by comparison to the correspond
cation mass spectra.

Relative to the atomic projectiles He1 and Xe1, for
which we observe essentially complete collisional neutrali
tion ~i.e., one electron transfer! under our conditions, a muc
more complex family of scattering outcomes is possible
C60

1 —due to the additional macromolecular ion core m
tional and electronic degrees of freedom. Most notable
~i! the conversion of incident kinetic energy into intern
~mainly vibrational! excitation followed by~unimolecular!
decay and~ii ! two-electron transfer processes~i.e., the for-
mation of anions either by resonant charge changing to
parent ion or electron pickup onto small carbon clusters
lowing shattering!. Because of its size, C60

1.~0!,2 can store sig-
nificant amounts of vibrational excitation for long time pe
ods prior to statistical unimolecular decay. Such decay m
then take the form ofdelayed fragmentation and/or delaye
electron lossdepending on charge state.63 Considering scat-
tering outcomes~i! and ~ii !, a determination of the charg
state distribution of scattering products carried out 5–
msec after the collision event, as in our experiment, may
reflect the nascent charge state distribution just after pas
of the freezing distance@beyond which~further! electron
transfer becomes extremely improbable# on the outgoing leg
of the trajectory. Specifically, the neutral signal detec
could be influenced by prior delayed electron detachm
from C60

2 ~reaction 3! and /or delayed ionization~reaction 4!,

C60*
2→C601e2, ~3!

C60* →C60
1 1e2. ~4!

By applying an electrostatic deflection pulse to the surf
500 nsec after collision but prior to entrance of scatter
products into the TOF2 ion source, we can show that dela
contributions of anions generated at the surface to the su
quently detected fast neutral signal~via delayed electron
loss! are negligible under our conditions. This is consiste
with our inference64 that neutral scattering is also the mo
probable collision outcome with regard to the nascent cha
distribution at the ‘‘freezing distance.’’

In the following we can therefore focus exclusively o
the angular distribution of neutral scattering products in
der to obtain a representative picture of the collision kin
matics. A detailed discussion of~ion! fragmentation, ion an-
gular distributions, and the charge changing characteris
of fullerene ion/HOPG scattering under glancing inciden
will be published elsewhere.64 Suffice it to say that under ou
conditions, the kinematic behavior of fullerene scatter
products, i.e., angular and velocity distributions, is basica
the same for ions of both charge states and for~dominant!
neutrals.

The angular distribution of the neutral products as de
mined by integrating arrival time distributions~corrected for
velocity dependent variations in detection efficiency! is un-
expectedly narrow~4–6° FWHM throughout the 400–500
eV range!. Furthermore, for collision energies below;3
keV, angular distributions are also symmetric about th
maxima~near Gaussian: Fig. 6!. This is much like the resul
Downloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 131.227.3.128. Redistribution subject to
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observed for xenon, again suggesting that the scattered
tral beam has an actual angular distribution comparable
the divergence of the primary beam.65 This is remarkable,
since it means that impact parameter~i.e., projectile orienta-
tion and surface impact site!, as well as charge transfer an
fragmentation, only play a minor role in determining the a
gular distribution, especially for low collision energies.

Compared to Xe1 scattering, there are, however, tw
significant differences:~i! much lower kinetic energy loss
~19% vs 45% for Xe1! and ~ii ! subspecular (u,30°)
maxima in the angular distributions of neutrals. For examp
for Ein51969 eV the mean scattering angle~5 maximum! is
determined to bêu&523.5°. This nonspecular scattering
dependent on the collision energy. While low energy proj
tiles are scattered nearly specularly, an increase ofEin pro-
gressively shifts the mean scattering angle toward the sur
~Figs. 6 and 7!. ForEin.2000 eV, the angular distribution o
scattered neutrals appears to broaden~.6° FWHM! and for
Ein.3000 eV it becomes asymmetric due to surface prox
ity ~u,15° corresponds to a trajectory inside the bulk and
thus not possible/detectable!.

What is the reason for the increasingly subspecular s
tering as collision energy is raised? Dynamical simulatio
were performed at a number of representative collision en
gies~75° incidence! to obtain further insight. On the basis o
previous work, we expect the molecular dynamics simulat
model to be more accurate for C60→C than for Xe→C. In
fact, the match to the experimental results is generally clo
than for the xenon projectile. For example, on the basis of
trajectories, the mean scattering angle atEin52 keV is found
to be 23° ~5° FWHM!. Furthermore, the simulations als
show that as the energy of the impact increases, the sca
ing angle decreases~circles in Fig. 7!—while at the same
time the width of the angular distribution increases. Cor
spondingly, the degree of fragmentation of the scatte
fullerene observed within the time accessible to the simu
tion ~,1 psec! increases greatly.

FIG. 6. Angular distributions of neutral scattering products after impac
C60

1 on HOPG at an angle of incidenceu i575 ° and collision energies be
tween 41567 and 476967 eV. The solid lines are least-squares fits
guide the eye. Broken lines show the position of the surface and the spe
scattering direction.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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FIG. 7. Shown for C60
1→HOPG is the dependence of scattering angle w

maximum neutral intensity on collision energy~the solid line is to guide the
eye!. Due to the asymmetry of the angular distribution this value diff
slightly from the mean scattering angle forEin.3 keV. Results of molecu-
lar dynamics simulations are shown as open circles. The error bar indic
a typical 2s width of the measured distributions.
ions
of

Downloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 131.227.3.128. Redistribution subject to
Figure 8 provides 200 fsec snapshots of a typical sc
tering event at 1000 eV collision energy. Several aspects
notable. First, if we equate the charge ‘‘freezing’’ separat
with the ground-state ‘‘harpooning’’ distanceRc

eff

5e2 /4(IP-WF)1r 55 Å @where IP and WF are the fulleren
ionization potential~7.6 eV! and graphite work function~5.0
eV!, respectively, andr is the fullerene radius#, then the col-
lision event takes about 400 fsec. The simulation shows
within this time, the fullerene loses about 350 eV of its k
netic energy, of which 70% is partitioned into the surfa
and the rest~;100 eV! goes into vibrational and rotationa
excitation of the departing projectile. Due to the significa
‘‘squashing’’ deformation of the fullerene on contact, w
expect the relative rotational contribution to be small,
though this was not separately deconvoluted in our dynam
runs. An animation of a representative trajectory~may be
viewed at http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/SCRIBA/simulation!
provides a lower limit for the rotational period.6 psec,
corresponding to a rotational energy of,0.34 eV. It is inter-
esting to note that dynamics runs under analogous condit
for a diamond surface show that the angular distribution

tes
s of the
toms
rest
FIG. 8. Visualization of the scattering event for C60 and xenon as derived from the molecular dynamics simulations. Depicted are overlayed snapshot
projectile and first surface layer atoms every 200 and 20 fs for C60 and Xe, respectively. The lower row in each picture lists the number of surface a
displaced from their equilibrium position at each time step shown. During the time scale calculated for xenon scattering, some atoms are alreadyored to
their original lattice sites, thus the number of displaced atoms decreases.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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1 from graphite
scattering products is much broader and centered nea
specular direction.The subspecular scattering in the case
a graphite target then appears to be a consequence o
HOPG structure-specific effect.

Detailed visualization of the relevant time steps for
representative 1 keV trajectory shows that projectile ma
size, impact velocity, and the associated ‘‘surface conta
time combine to allow for the efficient coupling o
momentum/energy into essentially perpendicular graph
layer indentation. On the one hand, the projectile is reflec
by a surface atom ensemble similar to the ‘‘mirror’’ found
xenon scattering, but on the other hand the mirror is inde
ing on the reflection time scale. Note that the fullerene lea
the surface well before the restoring forces of the grap
have returned the topmost graphene layer to its normal
energy position. The fullerene does not get back the vert
energy/momentum it has put into graphene sheet indenta
and ~uniform! subspecular scattering ensues. Note furt
that this indentation leads to a surface acoustic wave wh
may be followed out to 1 psec in Fig. 8~long after the
fullerene has departed! and which has been investigated
previous molecular dynamics simulations.66

Let us return for a moment to the question of to wh
extent neutral angular distributions are determined by ei
delayed or direct fragmentation dynamics of the project
The degree of neutral fragmentation may be gauged by
termining fullerene-typical fragmentation patterns of reacc
erated ionic scattering products. Neutral fragment distri
tions are governed by similar dissociation energetics and
expected to be analogous to those measurable for scat
ions. Phenomenologically, atu in575° we observe much
these same behavior as previously reported foru in545°. At
low collision energies~lower than about 500 eV!, most of the
detected ions are intact C60

1 and C60
2 . At energies between

500 and 2000 eV we observe predominantly fullerene fr
ment cations characterized by sequential C2 loss. At energies
higher than approximately 2 keV, no more fullerene like io
but only small carbon cluster ions are detected. As has b
previously argued41 for 45 deg incidence, this corresponds
a transition from predominantly delayed fragmentation d
ing the drift time after the collision to direct shattering at t
surface. Note that the kinetic energy released upon dela
fragmentation is not large enough to significantly distort
observed angular distribution relative to the distribution i
tially determined by collision kinematics. On the basis of t
observed monotonic shift in scattering angle with increas
Ein , it would appear that even the shattering of the fullere
at the surface has only a comparatively minor influence
the mean direction into which neutrals are scattered~viz. data
points in Fig. 7!. However, the angular distribution doe
broaden measurably as the shattering transition is reach

We note in closing that for slow reactive projectile
(O2

1 ,O1,CO1,Ein,100 eV), tilts of the angular distribution
toward the Pt~100! surface were observed and attributed
surface trapping due to chemisorptive forces,10 an explana-
tion that is not applicable in our case since the collis
energies ~and their vertical components! considered are
much higher. Similarly, image charge interactions, wh
have been invoked in a recent study of near thermal60
Downloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 131.227.3.128. Redistribution subject to
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collisions with a carbon covered nickel surface,36 are much
too small to explain the angular shift observed here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared the glancing incidence scatter
outcome of hyperthermal He1, Xe1, and C60

1 collisions with
a graphite~HOPG! surface. In all cases we observe predom
nantly neutral scattering products consistent with posit
differences between ionization potentials of the projecti
@7.6(C60), 12.1~Xe! and 24.6 eV~He!# and the work function
of the surface~5.0 eV!. In the incidence angle and impac
energy range studied, scattered neutrals are fast enough
readily detectable with a secondary electron multiplier, th
facilitating a detailed study of the kinematics of the domina
scattering outcome. This complements previous meas
ments of the hyperthermal scattering of molecular ion p
jectiles from metal surfaces, which have typically been co
cerned with only the charged scattering channels.

The angular and velocity distributions of neutral scatt
ing products manifest a number of features which reflect
different size,~atomic! mass, and incident velocities of th
projectiles. At a typical impact energy of 1 keV, He, Xe, a
C60 have incident velocities of 220, 38, and 16 km sec21,
respectively. Model calculations show that under these c
ditions the number of surface atoms experiencing a dir
interaction with the projectile are 1,;6–8, and.40 carbon
atoms with the corresponding collisional time scales be
,5, ;40, and;400 fsec, respectively.

Helium is small enough such that its scattering dynam
is a simple function of the target surface atomic corrugati
The measurements, which show broad angular distributio
are well described in terms of a binary collision model i
volving just He and C atoms. The local environment of targ
atoms is to first order irrelevant to the scattering outcom

Xe is larger, large enough such that the foreshorten
associated with glancing incidence gives rise to ne
simultaneous interaction with an ensemble of about six
eight target atoms. In simple terms, the extremely narr
and slightly supraspecularly oriented angular distributio
are the resultant of what may be thought of as binary co
sions with flat target discs each having an effective mas
;80 amu. Typical scattering trajectories appear ‘‘binar
because the contact time is not long enough to allow
surrounding graphene sheet~and subsurface sheets! to di-
rectly participate in momentum transfer~via vibrational cou-
pling!.

For C60 we observe similarly narrow angular distribu
tions, now, however, increasingly tilted toward the surfa
the higher the collision energy. To explain this, we ha
proposed a scattering mechanism in which projectile m
mentum is efficiently converted into perpendicular deform
tion of the surface. The projectile is still scattered as if fro
a mirror, but the latter moves in a correlated fashion on
time scale of reflection. This time scale is much longer th
for Xe because the fullerene projectile is significantly larg
and the scattering event now involves ‘‘turning around’’ 6
coupled point masses rather than just one.

To further understand the differences in scattering
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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havior between Xe and C60, we consider Fig. 8, which com
pares dynamical simulations of the 1 keV impact of Xe w
that of C60 at the same collision energy. The positions of
of the surface atoms and~of those! of the ion are shown a
different times during the scattering event~see figure cap-
tion!. From the figure, it is clear that in the case of Xe sc
tering the surface reacts locally to the impact: a small nu
ber of particles are knocked out of the graphene sheet
thereafter move independently—reflecting ‘‘sputtering
bond rupture. In contrast, for the fullerene projectile the s
face responds to the impact as a correlated layer. No sur
bond rupture is apparent over the 1 psec of the simula
~energy uptake per target atom is much less than the grap
cohesive energy!.

A useful quantity to think about ‘‘bond rupture’’ versu
‘‘correlated deformation’’ is the energy deposited into t
surface per unit area per unit time~5energy fluence!. For 1
keV Xe, the number obtained from our MD simulations
more thantwo orders of magnitudegreater than for 1 keV
C60. There are essentially three contributions to this la
difference: contact time, footprint, and energy depositi
momentum conservation. Experiment provides further s
port: sputtering of surface atoms is not seen for fullere
projectiles but is detectable for Xe. Along the same lin
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! investigations of
HOPG surfaces irradiated with C60 under glancing incidence
showed no indications of surface damage.

On the basis of the above arguments, both the mate
properties of the~soft! layered target and the long conta
time of the polyatomic projectile are necessary in order
obtain this type of subspecular shift. In performing furth
studies with fullerenes and fullerene-related materials, it w
be of interest to establish whether such shifts can be ge
ally related to incident momentum/energy per impact ar
For structurally more anisotropic projectiles, it is even co
ceivable that subspecular shifts could be used to differen
between impact orientations.
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